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SEC ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
MAY 2016 Session
Examiners’ Report

Part 1: STATISTICAL INFORMATION

1.1 The total number of candidates who registered to sit for Environmental Studies was 1392, 1020
opting for Paper IIA and 372 opting for Paper IIB. Thus though there were 55 more candidates sitting
for the examination than last year, the number of candidates opting to sit for Option B is diminishing: it
was 549 in 2014, 407 in 2015 and 372 in 2016. This year there were 8 candidates absent from Option
A and 22 candidates from Option B.

1.2 Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for the May 2016 session of the examination:

GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U ABS TOTAL
PAPER A 50 120 265 200 205 - - 172 8 1020
PAPER B - - - 40 72 87 32 119 22 372

TOTAL 50 120 265 240 277 87 32 291 30 1392

% OF TOTAL 3.6 8.6 19.0 17.2 19.9 6.3 2.3 20.9 2.2 100.0

Table 1: Distribution of grades for Environmental Studies May 2016 session of the examination.

Part 2: GENERAL REMARKS

The examiners moderated a total of 348 projects in 8 state and church schools. In addition 19 projects
submitted by private candidates were corrected, and private candidates were called for an interview.

The following remarks, mostly similar to others made in previous years, reflect comments made by the
examiners:

1.Most projects were generally well planned, providing table of content, a division into chapters,
illustrations with captions, and a bibliography.
2. Some projects, however, still lacked captions for pictures, references, graphs on data to
substantiate arguments.
3. A number of projects did not have the title clearly indicated on the front page. Candidates should be
clearly instructed to produce a standard title page including name and surname of candidate, ID
number and Index number, School and class plus the title of the project.
4. Many candidates relied heavily on the Internet to gather information. Candidates should be
encouraged to research further and to provide a broader bibliographic reference.
5. Some candidates are exceeding the number of words expected for this type of project. The number
of words should also be indicated on the title page.
6. This is a school based and school assessed exercise. Some school marks were rather inflated.
Tutors are expected to follow the marking scheme as indicated on the MATSEC website.
7. Some candidates produced questionnaires to support their research. However, questionnaires and
interviews should not be limited to just a couple of persons, if candidates wish to analyse their results
and arrive at valid conclusions. Candidates need to be encouraged to focus on the topic they choose
to work on so as to be able to produce valid and acceptable arguments based on their observations.
Moreover, conclusions need to be more extensive and include knowledge gained as well as
proposals.
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2.1 Environmental Studies May 2016 Examination: General Remarks

1. There are several similarities in the candidates’ general performance over recent years. Certain
patterns consistently repeat themselves over and over again.
2. Some candidates still lack knowledge of basic terms and concepts while others seem to be
unaware of certain topics referred to in the syllabus.
3. Most candidates answered in Maltese though there was a number of candidates who opted to
alternate between English and Maltese when answering the questions. Some candidates were unable
to express themselves coherently whether in English or in Maltese. Some still lack the ability to
produce a well structured essay.
4. A few candidates did not follow the rubrics when answering Paper II: some answered only three
questions while a few others answered all the questions briefly or ignored some parts of the
questions. Paper II was divided into three Sections; candidates had to answer four questions, one
from each Section, and any other question. Consequently those who did not followed the rubrics, lost
a substantial amount of marks and this affected negatively their performance .
5. Many candidates did not bother to write the number of the questions answered in the space
provided on the front page of the scripts.
6.  Some candidates could produce a well-structured argument and appropriately written answers.
The vast majority of these were Option A candidates.
7.  Many Option B candidates often produced one word answers or phrases rendering their answers
vague and incomprehensible.

Part 3: COMMENTS ON PAPER I and PAPER II

3.1 PAPER I

Section A

Note: Average Marks obtained per question, categorized for Option A and Option B, are shown below.

Question 1:
Option A: 2.4/3
Option B: 1.79/3

(a) A good number of candidates knew the concept of global warming. However, there were
candidates who had misconceptions about this issue, with many referring to ozone layer depletion as
the main cause of global warming.
(b) Most of the candidates who provided a correct answer to (a) above, answered this question
correctly. Nonetheless, the answers provided show that there is some misunderstanding of the
relationship (or lack of it) between global warming and ozone layer depletion. Some answers were too
brief and failed to clearly explain how human activity leads to global warming.

Question 2:
Option A: 2.96/4
Option B: 1.96/4

(a) A good number of candidates provided a correct answer to this question and did identify rain,
wind, and other physical weather features as well as biological ones to lead to the formation of soil
deposits. Many candidates gave one word answers but did not explain the link between the factor and
soil formation.
(b) Most of the candidates provided a correct answer, but there was some confusion regarding the
Maltese equivalent terminology of the three different soil types.
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Question 3:
Option A: 1.82/3
Option B: 1.3/3

(a) Many Option A candidates answered this question correctly and typically listed Malta’s strategic
location, its deep and sheltered ports, its role as a naval base during the British period, the opening of
the Suez Canal as well as Malta’s maritime importance during the Knights’ period as the main
answer.
(b) Only a small number of candidates answered this question correctly.

Question 4:
Option A: 2.19/4
Option B: 1.5/4

(a) Only a small number of candidates answered this question correctly indicating that mixed farming
involves the rearing of animals and the cultivation of crops simultaneously.
(b) A large number of candidates have a satisfactory idea about the meaning of Organic Farming but
a relatively large proportion did not refer to the use of manure, compost, biological control of pests,
crop rotation, hand weeding, etc.

Question 5:
Option A: 1.18/2
Option B: 0.51/2

Many Option A candidates answered this question correctly. On the other hand, many Option B
candidates have no idea about the Manderaggio.

Question 6:
Option A: 1.21/3
Option B: 0.64/3

Though a fair number of candidates indicated correctly the names given by the Knights of St John  to
each of the Three Cities, many candidates failed to answer this question correctly. There were quite a
few candidates who gave their Maltese names.

Question 7:
Option A: 2.6/4
Option B: 1.92/4

Regarding the elements that make up a people’s cultural identity, many candidates gave examples
from the same element of identity rather than indicating different elements. Others confused elements
with symbols.

Question 8:
Option A: 1.29/3
Option B: 0.77/3

(a) While the majority of the candidates often simply gave the generic term ‘catacombs’, it seems that
many others, especially Option B candidates, failed because they do not know what ‘Paleochristian’
means.
(b) While a few candidates answered correctly, many simply wrote that a tower was built to protect
Mġarr Harbour or just left the answer blank.
(c) About half the candidates indicated correctly the Victoria Lines but many others gave irrelevant
answers.
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Question 9:
Option A: 4.06/5
Option B: 3.33/5

(a) -i Most of the candidates defined ‘lifestyle’ correctly and amplified their answer with examples.
Others simply transformed the term into a phrase such as ‘the way the Maltese live’.

-ii For many candidates, emigration simply means Maltese people leaving their homeland to live
elsewhere.
(b) Some candidates listed both positive and negative aspects regarding the effects of irregular
immigration. Some candidates wrote uninformed statements about immigration.
(c) Regarding a positive effect of a multicultural society, most candidates listed different types of food
or a more tolerant society.

Question 10:
Option A: 1.22/2
Option B: 0.9/2

(a) Workers’s Union was generally well defined.
(b) Human Resources: many candidates do not know what the term means; they confused it with
workers within a company, resources man needs to survive, or resources produced by man.

Question 11:
Option A: 2.14/3
Option B: 1.59/3

Many candidates were able to name two of the Local Councils’ roles but many were unable to
elaborate their answers regarding the second part of the question.

Question 12:
Option A: 1.43/4
Option B: 0.79/4

Most candidates produced very weak answers: they confused the European Parliament and Council
of Ministers with other EU institutions and indicated that they have no idea of their functions. They
failed to give some basic information as to their structures and the functions they fulfil.

Section B

Question 1:
Option A: 13.4/25
Option B: 7.09/25

Text on the availability of water in the Maltese Islands

(a) A number of candidates provided a good answer and showed that they are aware of some of
the water deficiency challenges being faced by Malta. Only a limited amount of candidates
mentioned the fact that over extraction from aquifers is leading to a shortage of water, both in
quantity and in quality.

(b) The majority of candidates answered this question correctly. But some candidates simply
failed to write the exact names of the two aquifers found in the Maltese islands.

(c) A good number of candidates, especially from Option A, indicate that they have some
knowledge of the dynamics behind the working of the perched and mean-sea-level aquifer. A
small number of well-drawn illustrated sketches were also produced. On the other hand,
many diagrams presented inaccuracies in the rock strata and location of the aquifers among
other things. Option B candidates had very limited knowledge on the formation of the mean-
sea-level aquifer as well as its location within the Maltese geological stratigraphy.
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(d) Many candidates failed to point out that Malta’s domestic water currently originates from the
mean-sea-level aquifer. Some indicated that this is also a source for agricultural productivity.

(e) Most of the candidates provided a correct answer. Many singled out nitrate, pesticide,
fertilisers, toxic chemicals or sewage contamination. Others referred to sea pollution resulting
from oil spills or sewage outfall.

(f) Many provided a correct answer – reverse osmosis or desalination. However, through the
answers provided by a number of candidates, it clearly emerged that a number of these
cannot distinguish the difference between general water filtration and the reverse osmosis
process. Some were unable to write the terms correctly.

(g) Many asnwered this question correctly mostly indicating the Pembroke, Cirkewwa or Għar
Lapsi plants. Some referred to the Tigne Point (Sliema) or the Marsa plants which are no
longer in operation.

(h) A large number of candidates produced a correct answer, generally including references to
showering instead of having a bath, the placement of water bottles in the flushing cistern or
the excavation/usage of large cisterns for domestic water usage. Others gave answers which
were simply too superficial or irrelevant.

(i) Many candidates found this question rather difficult. Yet a few good answers were given.
Common answers included a reference to effects of population increase, urban sprawl,
sewage water contamination, over extraction from the mean-sea-level-aquifer. Many referred
to the percolation of rainwater into the aquifer being precluded because of impermeable
surfaces.

Question 2:
Option A: 11.9/25
Option B: 6.15/25

Text on the objective of politics

(a) Regarding important dates in Malta’s constitutional development, many candidates indicate
that they know what landmarks they commemorate, but some failed to highlight their
significance. Some candidates confused the events with other commemorations such as
Freedom Day or Jum il-Vitorja or simply gave absurd answers such as the Arab attack on
Malta, the coming of the Knight of St. John, the coming of the French to Malta or Mintoff’s
birthday.

(b) Definition of terms:

-i Constitution was generally fairly well defined but not in accurate terms. Many failed to
emphasise the importance that a Constitution has on the way a country is governed and the
human rights clause entrenched in it.

-ii  Universal Suffrage: few gave a correct explanation; many were betrayed by their lack of
vocabulary knowledge and connected ‘universal’ with the universe and ‘suffrage’ with
suffering.

-iii  Self-Government: many simply reworded the term without giving any explanation. Only
a few candidates gave an acceptable explanation and quoted evidence from Maltese
Constitutional History to substantiate their answer.

(c) Many candidates failed to explain how political parties can promote a democratic society. A
few focused on how political parties elect their leaders or simply described some
characteristics of a democratic society.

(d) While some candidates did manage to mention at least two out of four key characteristics
needed for a country to have a democracy, many others seem to have misread the question
and proceeded to explain why a country needs democracy or simply recalled one feature in
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different ways, such as ‘the right to protest’, ‘the right to criticize the government’ or ‘the right
to express your opinion’.

(e) Regarding the power of the state:

-i  Many did not understand this question and were unable to name the three institutions of the
state, namely the legislature, the judiciary and the executive.

-ii  Those candidates who answered correctly the question (i) above, managed to elaborate correctly
on the functions of one of these institutions, but a good number failed to produce any acceptable
description of such functions.

(f) Regarding Malta’s economic development since joining the European Union, many simply
referred to the introduction of the euro and online shopping. Only a few gave an acceptable
answer. These focused on increase in tourism due to the Schengen Agreement,  Maltese
firms exporting to Europe without quotas, projects undertaken under EU structural funds, the
introduction of the euro.

3.2 PAPER IIA and Paper IIB

Note: The Average Marks obtained per question, categorized for Option A and Option B, are shown
below. All marks are out of 20 marks.

Section A: The World – Our Home
Managment of Resources

Question 1:
Option A: 10.7
Option B: 9.39

Many candidates had a clear idea of the development of headlands and bays as well as headland
erosion while candidates who also referred to abrasion, corrosion, wave pounding and hydraulic
action were also accredited for their explanation. Some confused cliff retreat with development of
bays, while others mixed up cliff retreat with development of bays. Some candidates do not know the
difference between a ‘bay’ and a ‘beach’. There were also candidates who referred to waterfall as a
coastal landform.

A good number of candidates, particularly from Option B, mistook the meaning of erosion with
weathering.The majority of Option B candidates think that the only way the sea erodes is by its
saltiness or by wave pounding and did not refer to processes of erosion in describing the
development of coastal landforms. Very few candidates suggested that an arch may be the result of
two caves eroding back-to-back. Others confused coastal caves with terrestrial caves and
erroneously explained the formation of terrestrial caves with their respective features.

Question 2:
Option A: 12.4
Option B: 9.47

The overall performance of Option A candidates was relatively good with regard to the first part of the
question, however, there were candidates who failed to point out clearly the reasons or the effects of
the harmful activities. Some erroneously made reference to the use of pesticides and fertilizers
together with acid rain as sources of marine pollution. Only a few candidates could mention by name
any flora or fauna in the chosen valley and showed sufficient knowledge about the need to protect
such valleys. Indeed, some candidates left this second part of the question completely out and this
shows the lack of knowledge about Maltese valleys and their biodiversity.

The question was very popular with Option B candidates, but most of these candidates could not
explain the process at work for pollution or disturbance of marine environments in the three cases
indicated in the question. In most cases they only mentioned the killing of marine life as a
consequence of the three actions given without developing deeper how these may harm further the
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marine environment. In PIIB, no candidate gave a satisfactory explanation of the difference between
off-shore and in-shore fish-farming.

Section B: Human Population
Human Communities

Question 3:
Option A: 8.17
Option B: 4.45

This was a popular question with candidates of both Option A and Option B, however, it carried the
lowest average in both cases. Many Option A candidates dwelt more on the history of population and
gave little importance to the effects of its increase on the environment whilst just a few presented a
holistic argument. Many wrongly attributed the increase in population to irregular, rather than regular
immigration and failed to mention legal migrants coming from other countries namely European. Many
continued to argue on the social and cultural impacts brought about by immigrants. Further, only a
handful of candidates are conversant with technical terminology or progress of analysis – eg,
sustainable development are hardly ever mentioned.

Regarding Option B, most candidates showed little or no understanding at all of the terminology and
demographic development. On average, the candidates could only hint that Mdina was the old capital
city of Malta. Many mistook the term ‘demographic’ with ‘democratic’ and their answers were
consequently out of point. The majority of these candidates mentioned the modernisation of buildings
or the increase in services rather than the spread of settlements,  urbanisation, or the development of
towns when writing about the growth of modern towns in Malta. Some referred to urban sprawl in
general but failed to mention important developments like the building of housing estates and the
improvements brought about by a higher standard of living. And most wrote about the general
attractions of Malta for the tourists rather the facilities existing close to the beaches.

Question 4:
Option A: 11
Option B: 9.66

Most candidates of Option A focused on religious and educational institutions, though there were
some who wrote about health institutions. Candidates showed that they have a fairly good knowedge
of the general structures and mechanisms of these institutions. The lay society known as MUSEUM
featured prominently in many of the candidates’s choice. With regard to health institutions, many
singled out the difference between public and private hospitals. Many candidates tended to write more
about the functions than the structures of these institutions. Moreover, the discussion on their
importance for the well-being of society was at times rather limited. Only a very small number of
candidates attempted to define what an institution is.

Option B candidates tended to refer to the different institutions by giving examples of their services,
eg. free medicine and homes for the elderly, schools providing lessons, youth organisations holding
activities. As regards legal institutions, candidates referred to the Police Force as an institutions which
enforces law and as such is its guardian. Few made any reference to the Judiciary. On the other hand
candidates did well when referring to social organisations in the community emphasizing the village
feast and the works of Local Councils.
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Section C: Work and Leisure
Managing a Nation

Question 5:
Option A: 11.7
Option B: 11

Most candidates failed to explain clearly what fortress economy stands for. Many described the
Maltese economy under British rule from a historical perspective and stated that Malta fared well
during the First World War. Others wrote about th development of Maltese economy since the sixties
without underlining the change to a varied economy and did not deal thoroughly with the four different
economic sectors. However, some referred to the setting up of industrial estates and also mentioned
the shift from the manufacturing to the service industry. None of the candidates made any reference
to the shifting percentages of the workforce in each sector.

Option B candidates scored the highest average in this question. Most candidates mentioned the four
sectors of the economy and produced valid examples but some confused the second and third
sectors while others considered the fourth sector as an extension of the third one. As regards tourism,
many candidates could indicate some benefits but were rather weak when trying to define eco-tourism
or to mention negative impacts of tourism on the environment – some examples given include:
trampling of flora by people rambling in the countryside, tourists throwing litter all around.

Question 6:
Option A: 10.03
Option B: 10.1

Option A candidates had to explain pressure groups, political parties and a parliamentary system as a
basis for politics. Many candidates indicated that they have an adequate knowledge of political parties
and their roles in society but when defining pressure groups, many just referred to NGOs particularly
concerned with the protection of outside development zones. They also seem unsure about the
functions and importance of a parliamentary system, particularly in a democracy. Moreover many
candidates found it difficult to evaluate their relationships and importance for civic society.

Many Option B candidates could give a fairly good definition of ‘pressure group’ and ‘political party’
but found it difficult to explain what a ‘parliamentary system’ is. Some candidates, however, confused
pressure groups with peer group pressure. For many a ‘parliamentary system’ is limited to the Prime
Minister and the cabinet of ministers. On the other hand, many candidates seemed to be quite
confident in providing information on the role of Local Councils but were generally weak in explaining
their interaction with the central government except for either of them approving projects undertaken
respectively by the Local Councils or the central government. Regarding changes Malta experienced
since joining the European Union most candidates mentioned the introduction of the euro, freedom of
movement within the EU or Maltese citizens voting to elect MEPs.

Part 4: CONCLUDING COMMENTS

1.The examiners note that candidates need to be trained to approach the principles and contents of
Environmental Studies in a holistic manner and to ensure that they become familiar with and
understand the terminology, concepts and processes particularly emphasised in the Syllabus.
2.Candidates are to be encouraged to look at the environment in a more comprehensive and mature
way so as to be able to demonstate sufficient knowledge and understanding to make judgements, and
to produce analytical, reflective and critical comments on environmental facts, processes and issues.
3.When working on their projects candidates need to focus on the themes they choose and work out
their reseach based on literature, observations and surveys so as to be able to formulate intellingent
conclusions and suggestions aimed at ensuring a greater awareness of the environment and
environmental issues.
4.It is important that when it comes to the examination papers, candidates read the rubrics, the
instructions and the questions carefully and take note of the marks allotted to each question. Option B
candidates in particular, need to take note of the marks allotted to each question as these are
indicative of the breadth and depth of the answers expected.
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5.It is essential that candidates are familiar with the aims and objectives as well as the contents of the
Syllabus as it seems that some candidates are sitting for the examination without being fully aware of
all the aspects covered by the six themes in which the Syllabus is divided.

Chairperson
Examiners Panel 2016


